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This has been an exciting year for The Moyo Foundation, we are really seeing the positive
impact of our efforts. Thank you to the wonderful donors who have made that possible!

What have we done in 2018?
We have sponsored two children through their education this year, we have contributed to a
radio tracking collar for one of Mugie’s cheetah which will be activated in early 2019, we have
been advocating for wildlife corridors across the new road transecting Mugie, and we’ve been
collaborating on a project to promote sustainable bee-keeping and honey harvesting. Moyo
purchased 100 ‘Grace Cups’ (reusable menstrual cups) to distribute to Mugie community
women and those reached by our outreach health clinics. Moyo has been working with the
Mugie Nurse to lay foundations for monthly classes at the Mugie School, furthering
empowerment and education about health for girls.

The Team
Jake Morgen has joined our Board of Directors and Jedidah, Mugie’s nurse has joined the Moyo
team, collaborating on all projects relating to healthcare and community education and
wellness.

Income - $10,119.80
All of our donations came from private donations, via several different platforms: including
Facebook fundraisers, Mighty Cause ‘Giving Tuesday’, and website donations. A huge thank you
to everyone that supported Moyo this year.

Expense - $6,090.51
Division of expenses

Health (Mobile health outreaches and menstrual cups)
Education (School scholarships)
Conservation (Cheetah collars and honey)
Development (Team BWB)

Goals for 2019
In January, we will start our Mugie School ‘Health for Girls’ class series taught by Mugie’s nurse,
Jedidah. Topics will include: Menstrual hygiene; Peer pressure and Self Esteem; Female Genital
Mutilation; Outcome of early marriage; Alcohol and drugs; Environmental conservation;
Importance of education and career choices; Nutrition; Discipline and character. This program
of monthly classes for girls, will transition into a mentorship program within the Mugie School.
In February, we plan to buy, and begin renovations, on a mobile health vehicle. If all goes well,
we will launch the ‘Moyo Health Mobile’ to deliver healthcare (with an emphasis on women’s
health and family planning) to remote communities. The mobile clinic will be stocked with
medicines and bring Mugie’s nurse and Ekorian’s conservation ambassador to meet with
people, educating about women’s health and hygiene, family planning, and conservation for
sustainable development.
We will be sponsoring the education of an additional two students this year – all four students
have received full scholarships from Moyo.
Early in the year we will be supporting the mobilization of a new cheetah collar to replace the
current collar that has a dead battery. We will continue to apply for grants and advocate for the
construction of wildlife corridors. And we will be continuing our work with our sustainable
honey project – hoping to sponsor and install hives on Mugie, supporting the local economy.

